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Website
Package
One

Price: £100*
Deposit: £100*(This will be taken out of the above price or given back)
Hosting: £1 per month*
Do you have a extremely low budget but need help and support getting your business online? Then
read on!
To try and make the whole process of creating a website the least stressful and affordable as possible. I have
come up with our ‘three package choices’.
Package one is a one page website that you can edit your-self using the back-end. The page will have a form,
images and a generic logo. The website is set up so you can grow your website with extra pages in your own
time. If you feel flush one month then just contact us and I can arrange what needs doing for the budget you
have and work around that. I can also do the same with any graphical work your after too.
How come this is so cheap?
Well, I use a template that you can then edit its colour, text, logo & images I’m afraid your stuck with this layout.
Here’s an example:
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How do I get going with this?
Just pay the deposit and book in a date for us to be both around and we can chat via email or phone.
What is WordPress?
You can’t go wrong with WordPress. It’s easy to use, scalable and open source so it keeps down development
costs while offering a platform that has a large community of developers.
Will the website be responsive?
Yes, you web-page with be fully responsive and will be test on all browsers and platforms including mobile
phones.

Some useful advice
Please bare in mind that websites are not like building a house and we would suggest you take your steps into
making a website as phases.
After designing many websites for my clients the same things always come up. The need to step back and take
some time thinking about what you are after rather than rushing into it.
What type of website do I need?
If you’ve never been involved in setting up a website before, I would start off simple. Create a small website and
get it ‘Live’ quickly, this is a great way of getting your ideas flowing. After a month or so, you will start seeing
what’s working for you and what isn’t. You don’t want to jump into a website feet first, pay out a money for something that just isn’t right. Take your time.
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So now your ready to expand your website, you have experimented and got an idea what you want,
now what?
Answering the following questions should give you the answers you need
1) Will your website have a high amount of traffic and need to be security conscious?
If it is, then you will need to use a solid programming language rather than WordPress which although 98%
there, still has issues with security and speed.
2) If your website all about SEO and getting ranked well in search engines?
Then you need to get involved in Social Media and have a blog attached to your website. Your website can be
built to be SEO friendly, but to be honest, even if you do everything Google says to do. If it doesn’t read write or
look right, customers will not contact so it’s all about getting a balance.
3) Is your website likely to be used with-in a marketing team and other none-technical people.
Then it needs to have CMS back-end, where people can login and change the copy of the website easily.
WordPress is miles ahead for this type of website service, if your website is all about getting people to contact via
phone or email, then WordPress is ideal.
4) If your website going to have shopping facilities or a high-end booking system?
The more complicated technically your website is, and bigger in size, then WordPress isn’t going to work for you
and you need to employ a programmer and start using the various Frameworks That said you can do small
shopping websites effectively using WordPress but it would be best to at-least to set up you products using a api
feed so you not stuck with this type of website once you grow in size as you will find WordPress will get out
grown.
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5) Understanding your customers. If you spend the time to understand them you can answer some questions on
how your website should be designed and built.
You may find they only access online via phones as they work outside of an office environment, so maybe an
App will work for them.
Or, you may find they work unusual hours, so cannot get on the phone between 9-5, so having an easy way to
get what they are after on the website is a must have. Like a good booking system.
People have busy lives so thinking like your in their shoes can help. Giving them as many ways to access your
products and services easily. Whether this is a Newsletter, FAQ page, Video and Support Facilities. Are all going
to work for your website.
4) Look at your competitors, if you look at what they have done, on their website you will see what your customers are after.
You may see they have a chat box for their customers, chances are what-ever your competitors have, means
you customers are asking for this. So well worth thinking of mirroring something similar on your own website.
7) When should planning be important?
The more planning and thought done before development/build time of your website the more effective it will be.
Once your website is built, doing changes will take much longer as writing code is very long-winded compared to
design/prototyping.
So it may take longer in the whole process to get something ‘Live’. But you know when you get to the end result
you are happy with it, and not stuck in a situation when you trying to amend a website, that just hasn’t been built
correctly and is difficult to change.
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Terms & Conditions*
1) Pricing excludes printing costs but I’m happy to find a resource for this service and give you the prices. I find
eBay has some great priced printers that supply an acceptable print quality.
2) Hosting and domains are not included with the price quotes. But I’m happy to set this up for you and give you
support. I recommend two companies for your hosting.
- If you’re going for cheap as possible I would recommend https://www.ionos.co.uk. I must warn you it is slow
when you’re editing the back end and caching isn’t great. Also, it only gives you back up fro the past 5 days.
Which when you have a complicated website isn’t good enough
- Siteground is a little bit more in price but fully recommend as you get no slow down when editing and various
weird things happening when working with their server. It also has backup going back 9 months which is very
useful. I would strongly recommend moving over to them even if you have set-up yourself elsewhere. To view
Sitegrounds, details click here.
3) There can be no alterations or cancellations in instances where the products are to be supplied and are
bespoke and manufactured to order.
4) You accept Dolce Designer’s standard trade terms & conditions as well as any terms & conditions specific to
your quotation.
5) You accept that any alteration to the order at a later stage will attract a handling fee of £25 plus any costs that
Dolce Designer incurs in facilitating the alterations such as administration.
6) Any alterations additions made after receiving water-marked designs will be treated as a separate order.
7) Pricing will not include consultation times and support will be on my hourly rate
8) Travelling costs to meet a client outside a 10-mile radius of my office with being included in the invoice as well
as administration costs.
9) I will include any administrations costs that are involved in starting and completing the package
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